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SUNHEAT and BEAT 1500W Electric
Heater with Bluetooth Speaker
SHI-SHWL15

The NEW SUNHEAT & BEAT Commercial/Restaurant INFRARED Patio Heater has arrived! Packed with
technology, this beautifully crafted 1500 watt, 120 volt electric party heater features high quality built-in
Bluetooth speakers and an aluminum build which protects against even the most severe weather elements. 
Dust, dirt, snow and rain are no match for the SUNHEAT & BEAT making it ideal for both indoor and outdoor
areas. The golden ultra-low-glare pipes can heat up to 215 sq. ft. and have a unique “slow” start giving
incredible longevity to the life of the tungsten bulb. The six dimmable heat settings are available with the
included remote or infinitely through Bluetooth with the free App. The Bluetooth App also allows for infinite
color options for the LED backlights with an adjustable color wheel. The beautiful ambient lights can even be
set to change to the beat of a song while playing through the distortion-free and powerful speakers! A timer
on the App can be set to turn off the heater to the exact minute you set while the tilt function kicks it off if the
heater tilts past your desired pre-set degree for added safety. The clearance from the wall using the included
wall brackets is just 3 inches. The ability to control this patio heater by Bluetooth/APP from iOS 7 or Android
4.3 takes fun and comfortability to a new level. All models come with a one-year warranty. Tripod sold
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separately. The optional heavy-duty, high quality, sturdy and adjustable tripod for SUNHEAT wall mount
heaters. Base is engineered with a low center of gravity for better stability. The rubber soles of the legs allow
for better grip on slick or uneven surfaces. Pre-drilled peg holes in the stand with a quality pin inserted into
these holes allows for easily adjustable and safe preset heights. Folds easily for storage and transport.

Smartphone App controlled, with password protection & remote; control up to 1,000 heaters at a time
High-quality design Bluetooth speakers; LED background lights that change with beat
1500 Watt Power
Safety anti-tilt protection
Dimmable low-glare amber lamp
Timer
Water and dust-proof
Easy lamp replacement
Dimensions: 5.13"H x 29" W x 4.25" D; 9 lbs.
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